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ABSTRACT 

We propose a new 16x16 butterfly dilated hybrid switch. Recursive dilated Beneš and Clos-4-Beneš 

architectures based on this achieve a 4dB power penalty floor reduction in a 1024-port switch over existing hybrid 

schemes. A 4096 port switch is proposed with a 12dB input power dynamic range of a penalty less than 3dB. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Modern data centres are pivotal enablers for data storage/data interaction, data processing and cloud computing 

applications. These services critically require both highly scalable and low latency intra-data centre 

communications [1]. Every 12-15 months, the data traffic in data centres is doubling [2]  and hence conventional 

electronic top-of-rack (ToR) packet switches face a challenge in terms of the requirement of increasing port count. 

Data centres currently deploy a folded-Clos “Fat-Tree” network topology which requires increasing numbers of 

tiers, hence more O-E-O stages, and higher cost, as the number of interconnections is scaled up. A high-port-count 

optical switch therefore becomes an attractive candidate to address this challenge since it can flatten the switching 

network topology [3].  

For future data centre applications, optical switches should have the following features: large port scalability, 

short reconfiguration time, low power consumption, low crosstalk and low loss. Recently, optical switches based 

on microelectromechanical systems (MEMs) have been reported to achieve a high-radix (1000+ ports) and less 

than 4dB optical loss [4]. Silica-based thermo-optic Mach-Zehnder Interferometers (MZIs) switches have been 

manufactured with 32x32 port counts [5]. However, these switches have a reconfiguration time in the range of 

milliseconds to microseconds. Although Si  photonic switches have been demonstrated with nanosecond switching 

timescales [6], their inherent optical loss does not allow scaling to large port counts as no gain mechanism is 

available for loss compensation. Alternatively Indium Phosphide based active optical components such as electro-

optic MZIs and Semiconductor Optical Amplifiers (SOAs) can reconfigure signals on nanosecond timescales and 

can compensate for the loss from the passive elements. A 2x2 port dilated hybrid MZI-SOA switch element has 

been previously designed and experimentally demonstrated. This is lossless, has low crosstalk [7] and can function 

as a key building block for large radix switches. In addition, a cascaded 16x16 hybrid switch has been emulated 

with -35dB crosstalk and 15dB Input power dynamic range (IPDR) at a power penalty less than 1dB [8]. 

In this paper, we review the design of a 2x2 dilated hybrid switching element. We propose a 16x16 monolithic 

hierarchical integrated hybrid building block to enable scaling of port count. The switching performance is 

assessed by simulation and compared with previous 16x16 hybrid switch designs in terms of both energy 

consumption and power penalty. Based on this switching block, two different 1024 cascaded switch fabric designs 

based on existing hybrid switching blocks are described and the switching performance is reported. Finally, 

quantitative assessment shows that this design can achieve up to 4096 port counts with 2.3dB power penalty 

without the need for forward error correction (FEC). 

2. CHARACTERISATION OF A 16x16 4-ARY 4-FLY BUTTERFLY DILATED HYBRID SWITCH 

Previously, we have demonstrated a 4x4 dilated Beneš switch composed of four 2x2 dilated Beneš switches 

which exhibit crosstalk of -47dB and an IPDR of 13dB for a  penalty less than 0.05dB.[8,9] In this work, a 4-ary 

4-fly dilated butterfly is proposed to improve the dynamic switching performance compared with the cascaded 

16x16 dilated Beneš. As shown in Fig 1a, a fundamental 2x2 dilated block is built with four MZI elements and 

eight SOAs. The combination of MZI and SOA avoids the split loss inherent in the SOA-based broadcast-and-

select switches and mitigates the unwanted crosstalk of MZI-based switches. A dilated Beneš architecture is also 

implemented to reduce the crosstalk further. Fig 1b shows the conventional multistage switch formed by cascading 

2x2 dilated hybrid switches. 2.55dB average loss is introduced from the waveguide crossings and thus 7.65dB of 

total shuffle network loss needs to be compensated to achieve a lossless switching operation. 



 
Figure 1. (a) Layout of a 2x2 dilated Beneš hybrid switch (b)Schematic of 16x16 dilated Beneš hybrid building block (c)Schematic of 

16x16 4-ary 4-fly dilated Butterfly hybrid build block (d) Power penalty at a BER of 10-9 as a function of switch on-chip input power  

Fig 1c shows a 16x16 butterfly switching block consisting of four 8x8 dilated hybrid building blocks. For a single 

route from an input to an output, the loss of the butterfly topology is 2.5dB lower than that of the dilated Beneš. 

The performance of two 16x16 monolithic hybrid switches has been simulatedand compared using the commercial 

VPI simulator with parameters fitted from previous data. An optical signal at 1553.6nm is modulated with a 10Gb/s 

NRZ 231-1 PRBS.  Fig 1d depicts the power penalties at a bit error rate (BER) of 10-9 versus switch input power 

between two hybrid switches. 18dB IPDR with a penalty less than 0.5dB is realised for the dilated hybrid switch 

while 21dB IDPR is achieved by the 16x16 4-ary 4-fly butterfly topology. The dilated butterfly structure also 

exhibits a 0.3dB power penalty floor. 

3. IMPROVED 1024 PORTS HYBRID SWITCHING ARCHITECTURE ASSESSMENT 

High port count hybrid switches have been reported with a Clos-Beneš architecture using fibres to connect sub-

switches. [10] However, only if hard-decision FEC at BER of 10-5 or soft-decision FEC at BER of 10-3 is allowed, 

can 1024 ports be achieved with a penalty floor of 1.75dB or 1dB, respectively [11].  

 
Figure 2. (a)Schematic of 1024-port Clos-16-Beneš hybrid switch (b) Schematic of 64-port recursive dilated Beneš hybrid sub-switch (c) 

Schematic of 64-port Clos-4-Beneš hybrid sub-switch (d)Power penalty at 10-9 BER versus switch on-chip input power for 1024-port hybrid 

switches using 3 types of 64-port sub-switches 

This proposed design reduces the shuffle network loss but increases the MZI-induced crosstalk, and therefore the 

crosstalk from every MZI on the path accumulates, degrading the expected signal. In this work, we retain the Clos- 

fibre- Beneš architecture but use a dilated sub-fabric for the switches used in all Clos-based three stages to suppress 

the crosstalk. As shown in Fig 2a, a 1024-port hybrid switch contains sixty-four 16x16 sub-switches used for the 

first and last stages, sixteen 64x64 sub-switches deployed for the middle stage. Fig 2b indicates the schematic of 

64x64 sub-switch based on the recursive dilated Beneš architecture.  By implementing the existing 2x2 dilated 

hybrid building block, a recursive dilated Beneš architecture can decrease the crosstalk induced by a single MZI 

from -20dB to -35dB [12,13]. Fig 2c shows the other 64x64 hybrid building block based on a Clos-4-Beneš 

architecture. This design is based on cascaded 4x4 integrated dilated hybrid building blocks and a 16x16 4-ary 4-

fly butterfly architecture. Power penalties of 3 different 1024-port switching fabrics are depicted in Fig 2d at a 

BER of 10-9. A 5dB penalty floor is achieved in the 1024-port hybrid switch using 64 Beneš sub-switches in the 

middle stage. The proposed 1024-port switches using the recursive dilated Beneš structure and Clos-4-Beneš 

architecture exhibit 15dB IPDR and 21dB IPDR with a penalty less than 2dB. The penalty floor of the 1024-port 

switch using recursive dilated fabric for the middle stage is 0.9dB, and the switch based on Clos-4-Beneš 64-port 

sub-switches has a penalty as low as 0.7dB. 

4. 16x16 HYBRID SWITCHING ELEMENT FOR FURTHER SCALABILITY FEASIBILITY 

The 16x16 4-ary 4-fly Butterfly dilated hybrid switch proposed in this paper has been optimised and 

investigated according to the experimentally derived parameters of components integrated on a typical chip. Larger 

scale optical switches can be realised by connecting 16x16 dilated building blocks as switching elements using a 

recursive Clos architecture. For example, a 256-port hybrid switch based on a Clos architecture can be achieved 



as shown Fig 3a, where 16x16 integrated hybrid switches are utilised as switching elements in our proposed 

structure. 

 
Figure 3. (a) Schematic of 256-port Clos hybrid switch (b) Schematic of 4096-port hybrid switch (c) Power penalty at 10-9 BER as a 

function of switch on-chip input power for 4096-port recursive Clos hybrid switch 

Using this approach a 4096-port hybrid switch can be constructed by using a similar 3-stage Clos topology with 

16x16, 256x256 and 16x16 sub-switches (Fig.4b). Without the need for FEC, as shown in Fig 3c, a 2.3dB penalty 

(at 10-9 BER) is achieved for the 4096-port with sub-switches using 16x16 and recursive 256x256 ports. A 12dB 

IPDR with a penalty less than 3dB can be achieved. 

5. CONCLUSION 

This paper describes recent research on hybrid MZI-SOA switch architectures. A 4-ary 4-fly dilated butterfly 

switching architecture is proposed and compared with a dilated Beneš fabric, and exhibits a 2.5dB lower shuffle 

loss and a 3dB wider IDPR. Based on existing 2x2, 4x4 and proposed 16x16 switches, two 1024-port switches 

using two alternative 64x64 sub-switches can be achieved with 15dB and 21dB IPDR of 2dB penalty respectively. 

4dB lower penalty is achieved in 1024-port switches compared with switch using recursive Beneš architecture. 

Additionally, this paper for the first time assesses the feasibility of 4096-port hybrid switches using 16x16, 

256x256, 16x16 sub-switches. The estimated 12dB IPDR for a penalty less than 3dB demonstrates that the hybrid 

switch can be scaled up to very high port count and therefore has great potential for future data centre networks. 
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